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Introduction
Emotive personality traits are at the core of understanding online audiences, their
feelings, motivations and values. Those traits are harder to identify than preferences and
demographics, therefore they are more difficult to target effectively.
When advertisers initiate campaigns, their first task is often to develop sophisticate
daudience profiles. These include features such as demographic segments, affluence and
interests, but also attitudes towards well-being, family and emotional state, or in general,
emotive personality traits.
Traditional data providers derive users’ preferences from their online activity and
demographic data that is available to them, but would not normally have access to emotive
personality data.
This is the problem that VisualDNA set out to solve with emotive segmentation.
In this white paper an alternative method of emotive segmentation is presented. The
method uses engaging personality quizzes based on advanced psychological profiling
theory to identify both self-declared preferences and latent personality traits.
VisualDNA’s emotive segmentation methodology is hereby described in detail, including
the production of targetable emotive data tags and the key roles of quiz design and factor
analysis in their creation. The mathematical foundations of the scoring algorithm are
included in the appendix.

Quiz design
Visual quiz design is a complex process which aims to marry a valuable proposition for the
quiz taker with reliable profiling for advertisers and publishers. While the immediate gain
for the quiz taker is a thorough personality report, the longer-term gain is a personalised
web experience. Or to put it more simply, being understood.

Verticals
The first step of quiz design is defining its verticals. Each vertical is designed to facilitate
understanding of a distinct personality trait or life skill, and normally composed of
three to seven questions. These approaches are demonstrated below using two of our
personality quizzes: Who Am I?, and VisualDNA PersonalityTest (which can be viewed at
whoami.visualdna.com and personality.visualdna.com, accordingly).

Who Am I?
The Who Am I? quiz design draws on the five factor theory of personality (Costa &
McCrae, 1992 [2]) to measure openness to new experiences, conscientiousness,
extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism. This model is widely accepted as the
most comprehensive in explaining individual differences in personality, and so provides
a solid foundation both for capturing data and providing an engaging user experience.
Users receive a comprehensive report detailing their percentage scores across each of
the five factors, and personalised feedback on how their personality type might affect
things such as their taste, self-control, sociability, levels of composure and outlook on life.
Visual questions were based on scales from the International Personality Item Pool (IPIP;
Goldberg, 1999 [8]). As in the IPIP, we use multiple questions and also reverse questions
(identifying inverse expression of the same characteristic) in order to more precisely
identify traits. Six questions were designed for the measurement of each personality
factor, using the granular facets they are constructed from.
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VisualDNA Personality Test
The VisualDNA Personality Test aims to extend beyond psychological profiling and explore
the way these manifest in the users' life skills. It is designed to give users an insight into
various aspects of their life, from time management to financial behaviour, and provides
advice on how to effect change. As such, it explores seven verticals: general interests,
aspirations and dreams, dealing with stress, love, finances, resourcefulness and state of
mind. These were chosen to reflect our users' preferences, as well as those of advertisers
and publishers.
Personality verticals are based on psychology profiling science, while life skills verticals are
based on our considerable experience in user profiling. For example, the 'resourcefulness'
vertical measures users' potential for achieving tasks, and applies Csikszentmihalyi's
model for the experience of 'Flow' state (Csik szentmihalyi, 1997 [3]). As simple Likert
scales are capable of identifying the potential for flow experiences at work (Eisenberger,
Jones & et al. , 2005 [6]), questions were designed to represent ordinal scales as images.
Similarly, for the 'dealing with stress' vertical, we also draw on the five factor model of
personality (AKA Big Five; Costa & McCrae, 1992 [2]). However, in this case we focus on
the two personality characteristics that are associated with positive emotion and actions
(extraversion and openness to new experiences).

Question design
Visual questions are fun, simple, fast and intuitive to answer. Serious and emotionally
difficult questions can be asked using humour and euphemisms, without compromising
the clarity of the option meaning. However, some concepts are hard to express in images,
either because they are too abstract or, alternatively, too specific. In these cases we use
text-based questions. A comprehensive approach is key, both to designing questions
that cover a variety of life stages and to providing answers to those questions, while also
being as economical as possible with the number of options (which never exceeds 15).
Manual tagging is used in addition to the statistical methods described below. Weights
are assigned to different options to ensure that multiple similar answers must be given
before any characteristic is assumed.
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The art and science of image
research
A number of steps are taken to minimise assumptions of understanding through careful
image selection. Our image specialists maintain an even emotional balance across
images in terms of colour balance, focus, zoom and level of abstraction, and multiple
stages of in-house review ensure that concepts we aim to convey are reliably perceived.
Descriptive statistical analysis plays a crucial role in allowing us to ensure a high level
of accuracy. The distribution of answers is regularly checked for anomalies, and
questions are fine-tuned during testing phases in response to this. When a concept is
being measured across multiple questions, the distributions of the resulting scores are
assessed. Responses to conceptually complex questions are also compared with more
straightforward text-based questions designed to measure similar traits.
Factor analysis plays a crucial role at this stage, allowing us to check that users are
answering in a way that reflects the groupings that we have aimed to identify. This
technique is described in detail in the next section. In addition to such analyses, we
collect qualitative data from participants through user testing and surveys to capture
feedback on the quiz experience.

Image tagging
Holistic statistical methods, such as factor analysis, are mainly used to extract deep,
latent personality traits, which are not self-declarative. In parallel, factual self-declarative
options are also tagged manually. For example: the question ‘How do you travel to work
in the morning?’ can yield hard factual answers, as well as contribute to understanding
the quiz taker's attitude to well-being and sport; the question ‘How do you prefer to listen
to music?’ can indirectly help to unfold the quiz taker's attitude to morals (in addition to
factual information).
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Statistical
Analysis
This section presents an emotive scoring algorithm developed by VisualDNA with the
goal of accurately assigning emotive tags to users.
Prior to introducing this algorithm, emotive characteristics were identified by directly
examining user answers. For example, when a user clicks the ‘Going to concerts’ image as
a response to the question ‘What would you prefer to do on a Saturday night?’, we would
assign to them a ‘Music Lover’ tag. This method is suitable for capturing self-declarative
aspects, but struggles to measure deeper dimensions like openness, extraversion or
agreeableness.
To measure these, we turn to the field of psychometrics - the study of psychological
measurement.
Psychometrics consists of a set of approaches for scoring abilities, attitudes and
personality traits. One of the main statistical tools is a method called Factor analysis [7].
Factor analysis is a technique that identifies the hidden or latent variables that generate
observed data. In our case, this means that given a dataset of quiz answers, factor analysis
can find the unobserved personality traits that lead users to choose particular observed
answers.

Factor analysis
Factor analysis is utilised to extract latent personality information from quiz answers. It is
a two step process: the first looks at the dataset as a whole and identifies its underlying
latent structure; the second maps a user's quiz answers onto this latent structure.
The following is a high level description of our use of factor analysis. The technical reader
is encouraged to consult the appendix where the technical details of this process are
supplied.
First step: extracting factors
A typical VisualDNA quiz consists of over forty questions, with 2-15 answer options
each. The first step of factor analysis is to extract the underlying factors which span a
large dataset of quiz answers. Factor analysis looks for similarities in user answers. The
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algorithm understands that the images for 'Concerts' and 'Guitar' represent similar
concepts, because many users that picked one also picked the other. A factor is
defined by a set of images with similar click patterns.
The following is an example of the top five images that make up the 'Music' factor;
image size corresponds to factor loadings.
We derive factors for each of the quiz verticals (please refer to the quiz design
section). The number of factors identified within each vertical depends on the
variation of answers from user to user for questions in the vertical.

Second step: scoring users by factors
With the factors identified, the algorithm assigns every user a score on each factor.
Doing this turns the above binary representation of the quiz into a more complex
representation in terms of scores and factors. So, for example, the binary
representation becomes: 0
User id
123
456
789

Music lover
0. 5
2. 5
0. 2

Contemplator
1. 78
-0. 45
1. 88

Extravert
-0. 87
-1. 7
1. 87

:::
:::
:::
:::

As marketers are interested in targeting audiences with particular traits, e. g. 'Music
Lovers', we then translate factor scores into binary tags that are assigned to users.
Since factor analysis captures latent personality information, we call tags derived
from factors emotive tags. Each factor produces two emotive tags - one for high
positive scores on the factor and one for low negative scores on the factor. An
emotive tag is assigned to a user if their factor score is above a particular threshold,
as determined by our in-house algorithm.
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Scoring example
Here are examples of actual user answers which score differently on the music factor. The
following image answer combination generates the highest positive score on the music
factor:

The following image answer combination generates a score of 2 on the music factor:

Finally, the following image answer combination generates a score of 1. 68 on the
music factor:

All users that scored higher than 1. 68 on the music factor were assigned the 'Music
Lover' tag. Above this threshold, the higher the score, the higher the intersection
between the actual image choices and the music factor.

Clustering tags
Factor analysis produces a large and complex list of tags that are often related to each
other. To make our tag cloud easy to navigate and to eliminate redundancy, we cluster tags
together using a hierarchical clustering algorithm.
The following dendrogram illustrates how we can contextualise interpretation of the
different emotive tags using cluster analysis. We can see that emotive tags related to levels
of use of skills at work are grouped together. We can also see that the tag for using skills
frequently is closest to the tag for achievement-based satisfaction, and satisfaction in
general. This implies a connection between level of skill use at work and general satisfaction.
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Inference
VisualDNA uses two main data sources: personality quiz profiles and our media
partners' data. Our media partners are a network of websites that share with VisualDNA
the anonymised browsing data of their users. VisualDNA thus has two types of users:
ones that have completed a quiz - also called measured users - and ones that have
not - inferred users.
As of May 2013 we have 0.5 million measured users and 140 million inferred users
active on our network every month.
Since measured users have completed the quiz, they are assigned emotive tags. Using
the internet browsing patterns that we have for both types of users we infer emotive
tags for inferred users. VisualDNA uses a proprietary inference system that performs
daily updates on our pool of users. Inference allows us to successfully assign emotive
tags at scale.
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Conclusion
Our goal is to facilitate real time online understanding of users by describing them with tags
that reect their personality traits.
We achieve this goal with a process that starts with designing insightful quizzes, and
collecting user profiles at scale. The next step is using factor analysis to extract latent
personality dimensions, and transform quiz answers to factor score representation. All users
are then assigned emotive tags, which in turn seed inference of emotive tags for users who
have not answered the quiz.
Through a mixture of careful psychological analysis and advanced statistical techniques,
VisualDNA is able to create very rich digital profiles of our users, capturing self-declared
information along with deep, latent personality traits.
VisualDNA emotive segments are available for targeting through all major platforms,
including DoubleClick, Turn, AppNExus and Videology.
To see VisualDNA emotive segmentation in practice, visit WHYANALYTICS
(why.visualdna.com), our free web analytics tool that uses emotive segmentation to profile
website audiences in real time.

Mathematical
Appendix
In mathematical terms, suppose that we observe the variables x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn).
The factor analysis model assumes that these variables were generated by the
variables y = (y1, y2, . . . , yk) where k ≤ n and each yi ∼ N(0, 1) is standard normal.
The xi’s are related to yi’s via the following assumption:
xi⎥y ∼ N(μi + Λ·y, σi) [1]
and the assumption of conditional independence:
n

∏p(xi = ai⎥y)

p(x = a⎥y) =
where a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈

Rn.

i=1

The n × k matrix Λ is called the loadings matrix and is a parameter of the model. Equation
1 formalises the idea that the observed data is generated by unobserved hidden
phenomena. x is the observed data. Roughly speaking, it is generated by the unobserved
y by first sampling y from a standard normal and then transforming it according to Λ. In
this sense, Λ e
 xplains how the unobserved phenomena generates the observed data.
The above form of factor analysis cannot be applied directly to VisualDNA quizzes
because our observed data is categorical (each question forms a categorical variable),
breaking the assumption of equation 1. To apply the model, we represent user answers
in a dummied table format (see [9]) and generate the tetrachoric correlation matrix (see
[5]) for this table. To generate this matrix, we assume that each of our binary variables is
actually generated by a continuous one as follows:
xi =

{

1 if xic > ti ,
0 else,

where xic is a latent continuous variable and ti is some threshold. The tetrachoric
correlation matrix is the correlation matrix of the variables xic .
Thus the input to our model is the dummied representation of user answers and its
output is the loadings matrix Λ.
There are several methods to solve for Λ. Examples include several E-M algorithms [13]
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and a Bayesian approach coupled with a latent trait model [11]. We implemented an inhouse method based on an iterative application of Principal Component Analysis [10].

From Λ to factors
Columns of Λ correspond to factors and its rows to quiz answers. At this point of the
analysis, factors are mathematical abstractions. To transform them into meaningful
personality traits, we examine the highest and lowest loadings in each column. We then
study the answers identified by the rows of these loadings. These answers form a set of
images that allow us to interpret factors. Each factor is assigned meaning by our team of
psychologists.
There are two technical steps that our system performs before we begin manual factor
identication. The first is a rotation of the loadings matrix. Briefly, many Λ‘s satisfy equation
1: if Λ is a solution to equation 1, so is any rotation of Λ (see [12] for more details). We want
to pick a rotation that will make the columns of Λ maximally orthogonal. This matrix form
makes factor interpretation possible.
With the factors rotated, we measure their quality. This is done by comparing Λ with a
loadings matrix that results from performing factor analysis on random data. We only keep
factors whose top and bottom loading are significantly different from random loadings.
In practice, this means that we keep factors with enough loadings above certain critical
values. The main ideas behind this approach are described in detail in [1] and [15].

Factor scores
Once the factors are identified, we assign each quiz attempt a score for each factor. There
are several methods for assigning factor scores [14]. We picked an approach that allows us
to perform scoring in real time and on large volumes of data. Let x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) be a
binary representation of a quiz attempt. Then the transformation into the latent space the vector space spanned by the yi’s - is given by
y = (y1, . . . , yk) = t(x1, . . . , xn) ·Λ 
where t : Rn×1 → R1×n is the transpose transformation.
On the following page are some examples of the density estimations for three factor
scores:
Observe that while the theoretical model predicts a N(0, 1) distribution for the yi’s,in
practice the distributions of factor scores are far from normal and vary from factor to
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factor.
This makes the problem of finding a threshold that determines when to assign an emotive tag
to a user not trivial. VisualDNA has developed an effective in-house method for automatically
determining these thresholds. We note in passing that the process of assigning each user
a score, determining the cut offs and assigning emotive tags in essence clusters users into
groups defined by emotive tags. In fact, using factor analysis for clustering purposes is a
generalisation of the familiar k-means clustering algorithm [4].

Detailed summary of process
We finish with a summary of the whole process.
1. Collect quiz data
2. Create the tetrachoric correlation matrix from the dummied representation
3. Solve for the loadings matrix Λ
4. Rotate to make it easy to interpret
5. Identify high quality factors
6. Name the top and bottom score range of each factor
7. Transform the dummied answers into the latent variable space
8. Determine thresholds for the top and bottom ends of each factor
9. Assign emotive tags to all measured users
10. Clustering algorithm to find similarity between emotive tags
11. Infer emotive tags for inferred users
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About
VisualDNA
VisualDNA brings together psychology and
big data to deliver new levels of customer
understanding.
Our vision is to transform the way people are understood online by
providing a new layer of data to the digital ecosystem. Our large team
of data scientists works with our psychologists to harness the largest
psychographic database in the world, plus 30 years of academic
research into human understanding and online behaviour. We provide
rapid and in-depth understanding of who an organisation’s online
customers are and how best to communicate with them.
VisualDNA technology is integrated with all major communication
platforms from Display, Email, CRM and Search to onsite
personalisation, which means online brands can create optimised
campaigns and customer journeys with minimal implementation
effort. Our global network reaches more than 300 million consumers,
capturing insightful data on their online behaviour. Using powerful
modelling techniques, our data scientists have transformed this data
into more than 110 million deep profiles that combine demographic
information with interests, purchasing intent and other psychographic
information drawn from responses to visual quizzes. In the UK, we make
45 million profiles available through 15 major advertising technology
platforms, helping businesses access the actionable insights needed to
achieve optimal marketing results.
For more information,
please visit www. visualdna. com/marketing-services
or call +44 20 7734 7033
Follow us on Twitter @VisualDNA

